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What Happens Now ?
Joe Biden has been projected to reach the 270 electoral college votes needed to beat Donald Trump in the

race to the White House. But the former vice-president does not get to move his furniture into 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue straight away - there are a few things that need to happen first.
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Five viral vote claims fact-checked
Biden has won - what happens now?

As President Trump continues
to  d i spu te  t he  resu l t  o f  t he  US
election, false or misleading posts
have been spreading on social media
about the vote.
Some have  been  amp l i f i ed  by
President Trump and his team, who
have called into question the integrity
of  the e lect ion wi thout  prov id ing
evidence.
We've checked some of the main
claims.
Dead people can't vote: Michigan
rumour debunked
Viral tweets alleged that dead people
were casting votes in the key state of
Michigan,  adding to a Trump- led
chorus of  unproven "voter f raud"
claims.
Michigan authorities have hit back,
calling the rumours "misinformation"
- and noting that votes from dead
people are rejected.
The viral tweets supposedly identified
people who had cast an absentee
ballot despite being born at the turn
of the century and having passed
away.
One of the men in the posts seems
to have been mixed up with his father,
now deceased. The men had the same
name and address, according to the
Politifact website. Local officials in
Michigan told the site that the son's
ballot was erroneously attributed to
the father on the official voting system.
We've seen other isolated cases of
allegations of "dead people" voting -
mos t  a l so  exp la ined  by  f am i l y
members with the same name, or
technical  hi tches, such as voters

being instructed to enter a dummy
date of birth if they can't initially
find their voter registration record
online.
The rumours have been repeated by
in f luent ia l  accounts ,  inc lud ing
those of the president's son Don Jr
- who of course also shares a name
with his father - and Brexit Party
leader Nigel Farage.
No evidence for computer software
glitch in Michigan
Posts are being widely shared
online suggesting a glitch in the
vote counting software used in
Mich igan  led  to  thousands  o f
ballots cast for Donald Trump being
counted for Joe Biden.
The claims have made their way
on to  the  p res iden t ' s  Tw i t te r  -
retweeting Republican Senator Ted
Cruz suggesting there could be a
problem with the software used
across the state.  There was a
problem in one county where votes
were initially incorrectly reported
for Mr Biden, which Michigan's
Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson
said "was quickly identified and
corrected".
She added the initial mistake was
a human error, not a software error.
Viral posts currently circulating
claim there could be the same
issue  in  47  o the r  coun t ies  i n
Michigan where the same software
is used.
Mrs Benson said: "There is no
evidence this user error occurred
elsewhere in the state."'Sharpie'
votes still count in Arizona Another

w idespread  rumour  emerged
d u r i n g  t h e  c o u n t  i n  t h e
battleground state of Arizona.
Twee ts  a l l eged  t he re  was  a
scheme to discount votes in pro-
Republican parts of the state by
d i s t r i bu t i ng  Sha rp ie  pens  -
permanent markers - for people to
fill in their ballots.
In one widely circulated video, a
woman descr ibes how vot ing
machines supposedly can't read
ballots marked with this type of
pen .  The  pe rson  beh ind  the
camera says votes aren't being
counted and that people are being
forced to use Sharpie pens to
skew the vote total. This led to a
surge of activity on social media,
claims of voter fraud and that
la rge numbers  o f  vo tes  f rom
Trump supporters were being
invalidated.
CNN reported that a group of
p ro tes te r s  t ha t  ga the red  i n
Maricopa County in Arizona were
"shouting about the sharpie social
media misinformation."
But the claims are false.
Maricopa County officials said
Sharpies do not invalidate ballots.
The Arizona secretary of state,
Katie Hobbs, confirmed on Twitter
that if you voted in person "your
ballot will be counted, no matter
what kind of pen you used (even
a Sharpie)!".Ms Hobbs later told
CNN "even if the machines can't
read them for some reason, a
marker bled through to the other
side, we have ways to count them.

They're going to be counted. There is
absolutely no merit to saying that this
was some conspiracy to invalidate
Repub l i can  ba l l o t s . "  E r roneous
Michigan vote map
A map of voting in Michigan from the
election night - which shows a sudden
increase of around 130,000 votes for
Joe Biden, but none for Mr Trump -
has gone viral on social media.
President Trump has tweeted the
image, which is raising speculation
about voter fraud.
I t ' s  commonp lace  t ha t  s ta te
authorities will add a big chunk of
votes to a tally at once. But social
media users were questioning why Mr
Trump didn't have any votes added to
his tally in this particular update. The
explanation is simple - it was a data
en t r y  e r ro r  t ha t  was  l a te r
corrected.Decision Desk, the election
monitoring website which created the
map, said: "It was a simple error from
a file created by the state that we
ingested… the state noticed the error
and produced an updated count."The
spokesperson added: "This sort  of
t h i n g  c a n  h a p p e n  o n  e l e c t i o n
n i g h t  a n d  w e  e x p e c t  o t h e r  v o t e
t a b u l a t o r s  i n  M i c h i g a n
e x p e r i e n c e d  t h i s  e r r o r  a n d
c o r r e c t e d  i n  r e a l - t i m e  l i k e  w e
d i d . " Tw i t t e r  h a s  a d d e d  l a b e l s  t o
t h e  t w e e t s  t h a t  r a i s e d
s u s p i c i o n s ,  s a y i n g :  " S o m e  o r
a l l  o f  t h e  c o n t e n t  s h a r e d  i n  t h i s
t w e e t  i s  d i s p u t e d  a n d  m i g h t  b e
m i s l e a d i n g  a b o u t  a n  e l e c t i o n  o r
o t h e r  c i v i c  p r o c e s s . "  M a t t
Mackowiak,  the user whose post
was picked up by Mr Trump, has
deleted the tweet and apologised -
although the image remains widely
s h a r e d  e l s e w h e r e .  I n  t h e  e a r l y
hours of  Wednesday,  the map was
propelled by supporters of the pro-
Trump conspiracy theory QAnon and
to a wider audience by conservative
in f l uence rs  on l i ne .  When  we
con tac ted  M ich igan 's  Bureau  o f
Elections, they said they didn't have
a comment on the data discrepancy,
but said the results were at this stage
"unofficial" and not the final count.
Wisconsin did not have more ballots than
registered voters There have been
widespread false claims that more people
in Wisconsin voted than were registered.
A user tweeted: "BREAKING: Wisconsin
has more votes than people who are
registered to vote. Total number of registered
voters: 3,129,000. Total number of votes cast:
3,239,920. This is direct evidence of fraud."
*************************************
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Biden has won - what happens now?
Joe Biden has been

projected to reach the 270
electoral college votes needed to
beat Donald Trump in the race to
the White House. What happens
now?
The former vice-president does not
get to move his furniture into 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue straight
away - there are a few things that
need to happen first.
It's usually a smooth process, but
there are extra complications this
time due to probable legal
challenges to the election.
When does Joe Biden become
president?
First the votes need to be certified
in each of the states. That's
usually a formality and happens
in the next few weeks.
It's written in the US Constitution
that the new term of office begins
on 20 January at noon.
It happens at a ceremony called
the inauguration which takes place
in the capital, Washington DC.
The new president and vice-
president take an oath of office
administered by the Supreme
Court chief justice.
So expect to see Joe Biden and
Kamala Harris inaugurated on 20

January 2021.What is the
presidential transition?
This is the period between the
election result and the start of
the new presidential term on 20
January. The incoming
president assembles a group
called a transition team who
prepare to assume power
immediately after inauguration
- and the Biden team has
already set up a transition
website.
They will pick people to serve
in the cabinet, discuss policy
priorities and prepare to govern.
Members of the team will go
into the federal agencies to get
briefed on things like looming
deadlines, budgets and which
career staff do what.
They will gather all that
intelligence for the incoming
staff and still make themselves
available to help after
inauguration. Some of them
may stay on to serve.
In 2016, President Barack
Obama met his successor
Donald Trump and their Oval
Office photos conveyed how
little warmth there was - and
remains - between them.
What has Biden done so far?

Joe Biden has spent months
putting together his transition
team and raising cash to fund
it.
But the General Services
Administration, which is
tasked with formally
recognising the president-
elect, and providing the funds
and access to federal agencies
that his team needs, has so
far held off on acknowledging
Mr Biden's victory.
Its administrator, Emily
Murphy, a Trump appointee,
said no "ascertainment" on an
election winner had yet been
made.
The Biden team is reportedly
preparing for legal action if the
Trump administration
continues to stall the
handover.
What words will we hear a lot
of?
President-elect: When a
candidate wins the election
but has yet to be sworn in as
the new president on 20
January, this is what they are
called. Cabinet: Joe Biden will
soon start announcing who he
wants in his cabinet, which is
the top team at the highest

level of government. It includes
heads of all the key departments
and agencies.
Confirmation hearing: Many of the
top government posts filled by the
president require approval from the
Senate. The people picked by Mr
Biden are interviewed by Senate
committees in a hearing, followed
by a vote to approve or reject.
Celtic: As president-elect, Mr Biden
gets increased protection from the
Secret Service and his codename
is Celtic. These names are chosen
by the candidate. Mr Trump was
Mogul and Kamala Harris has
reportedly picked Pioneer.
What about legal challenges?
The Trump campaign has promised
lawsuits in several states where Mr
Biden has won or is narrowly ahead.
Mr Trump has alleged fraud but
offered no evidence.

What legal challenges is
Trump planning?

Efforts to throw out some postal
votes would begin in state courts
but could end up in the Supreme
Court. However, legal experts have
suggested the lawsuits are unlikely
to succeed in altering the results.
There are also expected to be
recounts in some states, requested
by the Trump campaign, but they

are not expected to change the
outcome.What if Trump doesn't
concede?

By North America reporter
Anthony Zurcher

Donald Trump has previously
said he will contest the results.
If his efforts to do so are
unsuccessful, the pressure on
him to publicly admit defeat will
mount. But does he have to?The
concession phone call from a
losing candidate to the victor is
a respected tradit ion of
American politics. It is by no
means obligatory, however.In
2018, for instance, Democratic
governor candidate Stacey Abrams
claimed voter fraud and intimidation
and never conceded to Brian Kemp,
her Republican opponent.That's
never happened in a modern
presidential race, however. But as
in Georgia, as long as election
results are legally processed and
certified, the machinery of
government will grind on, regardless
of what Mr Trump may do.While
Mr Trump doesn't have to concede,
or even put on a good face and
attend Mr Biden's inauguration, he
does have some legal obligations.
He must authorise his
administration to make the

Does this compare to 2000 Florida recount?
Hours after polls closed in the US

election, as votes were being counted, Donald
Trump claimed fraud - without providing evidence
- and said: "We'll be going to the US Supreme
Court."
To date, the only election that hinged on a US
Supreme Court decision was in 2000 when Al
Gore was defeated by George W Bush.
So it's tempting to make comparisons between
the two elections but they can be misleading.
The 2000 election came down to one state -
Florida - where both candidates were separated
by only a few hundred votes. By contrast, Donald
Trump has filed lawsuits in several states, and
the margins with his rival Joe Biden are far greater.
What happened in 2000?In one of the closest and
most controversial  votes in US history,
Democratic Vice-President Al Gore was pitted
against the Republican governor of Texas and
son of a former US president, George W
Bush.Opinion pol ls had suggested that
the race would be close. As the night wore
on, i t  became clear that the result rested
on Florida and its 25 votes [now 29] in the
electoral college (the system the US uses
to e lect  i ts  president) .As bal lots were
counted, US networks init ial ly called the
state for  Al  Gore.  However,  they later
retracted that, saying that the result was too
close to predict. Then, hours later, networks one
by one declared that George W Bush had won
Florida. However it soon emerged that the vote
was on such a knife edge that it was too close to

call.The dramatic seesawing of the night was
heightened when Mr Gore rang Mr Bush to
concede - and then rang him back to retract his
concession.Because of the close margin - on
election night Mr Bush led by 1,784 votes - an
automatic recount was called under Florida law
and began the next day. It reduced the margin to
327 votes. The Gore campaign then requested
manual recounts in individual counties, which
went ahead amid much legal wrangling.
With the nation's eyes turned on Florida, news
networks carried footage of scrutineers
examining "hanging chads" - the small pieces
of paper created when a hole was punched in a
ballot on the voting machines of the time.
When some voters  had punched the i r
bal lots, the chad had not ful ly separated
from the bal lot ,  making their  preference
unclear.  In other cases, an indentat ion
had been made in the ballot but it had not
been punched through, which was known as
a pregnant or dimpled chad.
The confusion over the chads was discussed at
length by the highest lawyers in the land and
around every kitchen table.
Some Republican supporters in Florida staged a
violent protest in Miami, calling for the recount to
be stopped. Although the protesters claimed to
be "local", most were later identified as
Republican aides from Congress in Washington.
The protest became known as the "Brooks
Brothers Riot" - a nod to the smart suits and ties
worn by those involved.

Do postal ballots lead to voting fraud?
President Trump has

criticised the expansion of postal
voting in the presidential election,
claiming it leads to widespread
fraud - but what evidence is
there? The US is in uncharted
territory during the coronavirus
pandemic with a record number
of Americans having voted by
post. Election authorities and the
postal service have been put
under immense strain processing
the millions of extra ballots. This
has led to claims the system is
unsafe and susceptible to
manipulation.
Problems at previous elections?
Numerous national and state-
level studies have shown that
although there have been isolated
cases, electoral fraud is very
rare.
There have been a few, well-
publicised cases, such as in the
2018 North Carolina primary,
which was re-run after a
consultant for the Republican
candidate tampered with voting
papers.But the rate of voting
fraud overall in the US is less than
0.0009%, according to a 2017
study by the Brennan Center for
Justice.

And Federal Election
Commission head Ellen
Weintraub has said: "There's
simply no basis for the
conspiracy theory that voting by
mail causes fraud." Let's look at
some specific examples where
fraud has been claimed this year.
Virginia
Speaking at a rally in mid-
October, Donald Trump said: "In
Virginia, 500,000 applications
were made that were false."
And these applications, to apply
for an absentee ballot form, were
sent out with the wrong return
address.But the electoral
authorities in Virginia say there
was no fraudulent intent and the
mistake has been corrected. The
Virginia Center for Voter
Information (CVI) said: "We
worked for weeks to make sure
that no Virginia voter was
inconvenienced as a result of our
printing error."
Ohio President Trump tweeted:
"In Ohio, 50,000 ballots were
wrong, fraudulent - 50,000."
About 50,000 voters did receive
the wrong ballot in the post, in
Franklin County, Ohio, in early
October.
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More Than 20 Indian-Americans Named In Biden's Agency Review Teams

25,000 Cubic Feet Of Stone Carved In India For Abu Dhabi's First Hindu Temple

 (Insider Bureau)-  The
majestic stone facade of the first
Hindu temple under construction
in Abu Dhabi will be adorned with
scenes from Hindu epics,
scriptures and ancient stories
from India, as well as motifs
popular in the Gulf countries, the
local media reported Tuesday.
The temple management of the
BAPS Hindu Mandir in Abu
Dhabi has released the first
images of the final design of the
traditional stone temple and the

hand-carved stone pillars that
have been taking shape in India,
the Gulf News reported.
The visuals of the final design of
the temple have been released
through a video that chronicles
the process of construction of
the temple right from the
inception of its concept till the
pouring of the UAE's largest
single pouring of fly ash concrete
for the raft foundation of the
temple. The foundation stone of
the temple was laid in April last

year and work started in
December.
Dubbed a spiritual oasis for global
harmony, the temple's final
master plan revealed in the video
shows a massive amphitheatre
overlooking the shrine, the daily
reported.
A library, a classroom, a majlis
and a community centre also
feature within the compound in
Abu Mureikhah area. Waterfalls
flanking the steps to the entrance
of the shrine, and water bodies
circling the temple complex was
seen in the video.
The design of the master plan
was completed in early 2020, and
optimised during the slowdown
due to the coronavirus pandemic,
a spokesperson of the temple
told the Gulf News.
"This is the first time the visuals
of the final design have been
released through the video," said
Ashok Kotecha, BAPS Hindu
Mandir spokesperson. "The work

on the historic temple is
progressing with the support of
the community and guidance
from leadership in India and the
UAE. While navigating the
challenges posed by COVID-19
and adhering to local practices
during the pandemic, stone work
has continued in India," Mr
Kotecha said.
Ashok Kotecha said key values
and tales of universal wisdom,
and the authentic ancient art and
architecture will be revived
through the stone carvings used
for the temple.
"The stories and carvings include
diverse portions of India's
geography and Hindu belief
systems. This would include
Mahabharata and Ramayana as
well as the Puranas and regional
histories. In fact, this Mandir will
be uniquely identified by its
intricate mandovar facade which
will share many traditional tales
from across India as well as

unique designs from the Gulf," he
said.
The intricate carvings of the
temple range from figurines only
a few inches tall to statues many
metres high. The towering facade
of the ground floor of the temple
has also been revealed.
Ashok Kotecha said artisans
have carved a whopping 25,000
cubic feet of stone in different
sites in Rajasthan and Gujarat.
"It is a substantial portion of the
Mandir. The marble is from Italy,
and the sandstone is from
Rajasthan," he said.
Currently, Swami Brahmavihari
Das, the head of the temple and
BAPS international
spokesperson, is visiting the
UAE to oversee the next stage
of the foundation on site in
preparation for the arrival of the
carved stones which will be
shipped and assembled in the
first quarter of 2021, the daily
said.

 US President-elect Joe Biden has
named more than 20 Indian-Americans
as members, including three as team
leads, to his agency review teams
(ARTs) that are responsible for
evaluating the operations of the key
federal agencies in the current
administration to ensure smooth
transfer of power.
Biden's transition team said this is one
of the most diverse agency review
teams in presidential transition history.
Of the hundreds of ART members, more
than half are women, and approximately
40 per cent represent communities
historically underrepresented in the
federal government, including people of
colour, people who identify as LGBTQ+,
and people with disabilities.
Agency review teams are responsible
for understanding the operations of
each agency, ensuring a smooth
transfer of power, and preparing for
President-elect Biden and Vice
President-elect Kamala Harris and their
Cabinet to hit the ground running on Day
One.At least three Indian Americans
have been named as team leads to
various ARTs.Arun Majumdar from the
prestigious Stanford University is the
team lead for the Department of Energy
ART. Rahul Gupta is the team lead for
Office of National Drug Control Policy.

Kiran Ahuja has been named Team Lead
for Office of Personnel Management.
Puneet Talwar has been named to the
Department of State ART. Pav Singh has
been named to two ARTs for National
Security Council and Office of Science
and Technology.
Similarly, Arun Venkatraman has been
named to two ARTs Department of
C o m m e r c e
and USTR.
O t h e r
p r o m i n e n t
I n d i a n
A m e r i c a n s
named to
ARTs are
P r a v i n a
R a g h a v a n ,
Atman Trivedi
for Department of Commerce and Shital
Shah for Department of Education; R
Ramesh and Rama Zakaria for the
Department of Energy; Subhasri
Ramanathan for the Department of
Homeland Security; Raj De for
Department of Justice; and Seema
Nanda and Raj Nayak for Department of
Labour.
Reena Aggarwal, and Satyam Khanna
have been named to the Federal Reserve,
Banking and Securities Regulators
ARTs; Bhavya Lal for NASA; Dilpreet

Sidhu for National Security Council,
Divya Kumaraiah for Office of
Management and Budget; Kumar
Chandran for Department of Agriculture;
and Aneesh Chopra to US Postal Service.
Almost all of them are volunteers.These
teams are composed of highly
experienced and talented professionals
with deep backgrounds in crucial policy

areas across the
f e d e r a l
government.
Our nation is
grappling with a
pandemic, an
economic crisis,
urgent calls for
racial justice, and
the existential
threat of climate

change. We must be prepared for a
seamless transfer of knowledge to the
incoming administration to protect our
interests at home and abroad. The
agency review process will help lay the
foundation for meeting these challenges
on Day One," said Senator Ted Kaufman,
Co-Chair, Biden-Harris Transition.
"The work of the agency review teams is
critical for protecting national security,
addressing the ongoing public health
crisis, and demonstrating that America
remains the beacon of democracy for the

world," he said. The transition team
announced the agency review teams even
as outgoing President Donald Trump's
administration has yet to formally
recognise Biden as the president-elect
A formal recognition from the General
Services Administration is needed to allow
transition staff access to federal workers
and much of the information they will
need.Trump, a Republican, has declined
to concede the closely-fought November
3 presidential race to Democrat Biden
and is mounting legal fights in several
key battleground states alleging voter
irregularities or widespread fraud in the
election -- billed as one of the most
divisive and bitter in recent American
history.President Trump has made
repeated and baseless claims that the
Democratic Party has tried to steal the
election. Once the GSA Administrator
ascertains the results of the election,
the ART members will work directly
with staff in federal agencies to
ensure that the incoming Biden-
Harr is  adminis t rat ion is  able to
effectively achieve the policy goals
of the President and Vice President-
elect.The ARTs will proceed by meeting
with former agency officials and experts
who closely follow federal agencies, and
with officials from think tanks, labour
groups, trade associations, and other NGOs.
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"I thank the people of Bihar that they expressed their faith in NDA for the fourth time. It's not
ordinary. In Indian politics there are very few CMs whom people trusted for the fourth time.

They have given a clear mandate to NDA, there is no confusion," Modi told news agency ANI.

Bihar assembly election 2020 result in
numbers: Which party won how many seats
Though the RJD leader Tejashwi Yadav led-grand alliance will not form the
government in the state, his party that registered victory on 75 assembly

constituencies emerged as the single-largest party.
 (News Agencies)- The National
Democratic Alliance (NDA) of
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
and chief minister N i t i sh
Kumar's Janata Dal (United)
is all set for another term in
B i h a r  b y  c r o s s i n g  t h e
majority mark of 122 seats.
According to data released
by the Election Commission
of India, all NDA partners- BJP,
JD(U),  Vikassheel Insaan
Party, and Hindustani Awam
M o r c h a  ( S e c u l a r ) -
toge the r  wo n 125 seats of
t h e  2 4 3  a s s e m b l y
consti tuencies.
Even as i t  took lead over

the NDA as ear ly  t rends
emerged, the Rashtriya Janata
Dal-led grand alliance finally
ended 15 seats behind. The
five-party alliance of RJD,
Congress, Communist Party
of India, Communist Party of
I nd ia  (Marx i s t )  and
Communist Party of India
(Marxist-Leninist) (Liberation)
together won in 110
constituencies.
Though the RJD leader
Tejashwi Yadav led-grand
al l iance wi l l  not form the
government in the state, his
party that registered victory on
75 assembly constituencies

emerged as the single-largest
party.
Also, even as Nitish Kumar, a
leader whose survival skil ls
have often prevailed over his
po l i t i ca l  cha l l enges ,  w i l l
retain his post as the Bihar
chief minister, his party may
not be able to retain its big
brother status as it won 43
assembly seats while the BJP won
74 seats. "Don't underestimate
how tough this was for us.
Returning to power for a fourth
time is not easy; many other
chief ministers failed to do so.
But Nitish Kumar succeeded
despite the media narrative

'Nitish to be CM, no confusion': Sushil Modi after NDA win in Bihar polls

 (News Agencies)-  Bihar deputy
chief minister and Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) leader Sushil
Kumar Modi thanked the people
of Bihar for giving National
Democratic Alliance (NDA)
another chance. He also made it
clear who is going to be the chief
minister. "Nitish Kumar will remain
the chief minister, that was our
commitment," he told NDTV.
Later, speaking to news agency
ANI, Modi said there were few
chief ministers in Indian politics
who the people trusted for the
fourth time.
"I thank the people of Bihar that
they expressed their faith in NDA
for the fourth time. It's not ordinary.
In Indian politics there are very few
CMs whom people trusted for the
fourth time. They have given a
clear mandate to NDA, there is
no confusion," he said.
The NDA?made a comeback in

Bihar after it won 125 seats out
of the total 243 in this year's
assembly election. Out of its
constituents, the BJP won 74
seats and was the biggest
contributor to the alliance's
victory. Nitish Kumar-led Janata

Dal (United) won 43 seats and
other NDA allies - Vikassheel
Insaan Party (VIP) and the
Hindustani Awam Morcha
(HAM)?managed to win four seats
each.
This victory turned the BJP into a
senior partner, a major reversal in
fortunes for the party.
Posters of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and chief minister
Nitish Kumar were pasted outside
the offices of the BJP and the
JD(U) as the NDA defeated

Mahagathbandhan (grand
alliance), who most of the exit
polls had given an edge ahead of
the counting.
The grand alliance includes the
Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD), the
Congress and other Left parties.
It secured 110 seats in total.
Though it suffered a defeat this
time, RJD?leader Tejashwi Yadav
who was also the alliance's chief
ministerial face, made his mark.
The polling in 243 assembly seats
were divided into three phases.

against him," a senior aide to
the chief minister said. Here's a
look at which party won how
many seats in Bihar:
All India Majlis-E-Ittehadul
Muslimeen - 5
Bahujan Samaj Party- 1
Bharatiya Janata Party - 74
Communist Party of India- 2
Communist Party of India
(Marxist) - 2

Communist Party of India
(Marxist-Leninist) (Liberation) -
12
Hindustani Awam Morcha
(Secular) - 4
Independent - 1
Indian National Congress- 19
Janata Dal (United) - 43
Lok Jan Shakti Party - 1
Rashtriya Janata Dal - 75
Vikassheel Insaan Party - 4

The first phase saw voting in 71
seats on October 28, the second
phase in 94 seats on November
3 and the third and the final phase
in 78 seats on November 7.
Despite the prevailing coronavirus
(Covid-19) in the country, the voter
turnout in Bihar for all three
phases was high. The Election
Commission of India (ECI) through
its numerous Covid-19 related
guidelines ensured that the
electoral process is carried out
smoothly.

On Pfizer's Covid vaccine announcement, Rahul Gandhi asks govt key questions
 (News Agencies)-  Congress leader Rahul Gandhi on Wednesday
said the logistics for making Pfizer's Covid-19 vaccine available to
Indian citizens need to be worked out adding that the central
government has to define a vaccine distribution strategy.
"Even though Pfizer has created a promising vaccine, the logistics
for making it available to every Indian need to be worked out. GOI
has to define a vaccine distribution strategy and how it will reach
every Indian," Gandhi tweeted. The Congress leader has been vocal
about the Covid-19 crisis and has criticised the Centre over testing,
imposition of lockdowns, migrant exodus etc.
On being asked when India would start discussions with Pfizer,
Union health secretary Rajesh Bhushan said Tuesday that the
national expert group on coronavirus vaccine administration was
in dialogue with all vaccine manufacturers - including domestic
and foreign.Pfizer, a US-based pharmaceutical company, developed

a vaccine to combat coronavirus in collaboration with German
firm BioNTech. The data released from the late-stage human trials
of the vaccine showed that it was found to be over 90 per cent
effective, Pfizer said.Governments across the world were satisfied
with the results of the trial with a hope that it might bring a halt to
the Covid-19 disease which has already killed over 1.2 million
people across the globe.But, the American and German firms
pointed out that the vaccine would not be available for public use
any time now since the data on safety is not released and would
be out in the later days of November.Meanwhile, India on
Wednesday registered 44,281 fresh Covid-19 cases and 512 more
related fatalities which pushed the overall tally to 8,636,011,
according to the Union health ministry's website.
The active cases dropped below the 500,000-mark for the first
time after 106 days and recoveries climbed to 8,013,783.
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COMMUNITY ROUND UP

By : MS Harleen Kaur

Chicago, IL - World is completely affected by
the corona pandemic so as America. From
March onwards corona had started affecting the
world till date 9.2 million cases of corona in
America has been observed and approximately
more than 2300 people lost their lives because
of this deadly virus. Apart from this thousands
of people has been trodden financially .In this
time of downfall every community step forward
to help the needy so as Gurmeet Singh
Dhalwan.
During this pandemic Gurmeet Singh Dhalwan
served as a true superhero for the people in
need. He is not less than an angel for the 31
families. He has taken care of 31 families at that
time where it was difficult for almost everyone
to make their both ends meet. Gurmeet Singh
open heartedly helped the families without any
discrimination of caste, creed and color. It is
proud to ment ion that  he helped Musl im
community as well and set an example of being
a true human. He donated Rs.14000 to the
auspicious and pure place of god Ajmer sharif
to Syed Yasir Hussain  Gurdezi apart from this
he also made contribution for cows in Shri
Kamdhenu  Gausewa Samiti. Moreover, he
made sure to help students to pursuing their
education further by providing sufficient funds
time to time.
His esteemed association Midwest Punjabi
association always ready to help prominent

cities like Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Rajasthan and
states like Punjab  and U.P. in the time of natural
calamities by donating groceries, medical
support and many more. They support people
in need so that no one can remain deprive of
food and medical facilities. Apart from this, in
year 2019 Midwest association organized a fund
raising event for Cancer ridden children in which
Gurmeet Singh Dhalwan donated 5000 dollar.
This donation was made under Hope B~Lit
organization which is working under Bayfield
foundation, Inc and situated in American city San
Diego.
Gurmeet Singh Dhalwan also made his
recognition in the media the so called fourth
democratic pi l lar of nation. He is founder
president of international English and Punjabi
newspaper Adbhhut media. His newspaper
serves as a true mirror of society representing
the real happenings in the society. He devotes
his full concentration towards his newspaper so
that people remain aware and alert about the
society in actual manner.
Gurmeet Singh Dhalwan established a new
organization under the name of  Delhi Labana
Sabha community with a vision to have a united
parliament for the community in order to spread
peace and prosperity for this he joined hands
with the 16 different president of  colonies of
labana community.
Gurmeet Singh wants to proudly mention about
his two pillars of support Mr.Sunil Shah and Mr.
Neil khot. He thinks that Sunil shah and Neil Khot
are one of the biggest reasons for his success
because he always find both of them with him
every time he need support.
This year one more feather added to Gurmeet
Singh’s hat as he is been elected as president of
FIA i.e. Fedration of Indian Association (FIA
Chicago)  and organized numerous event for the
betterment of society in order to make very defined
future of nation.I know Gurmeet from last five
years, he is true enthusiast who is always ready
to help and serve all. I find him a person with very
positive projection who can very easily turn a
negative aura into a positive and excited one like
a magic. He is really hard working and wants his
name to be scribbled in gold for which he is
burning midnight oil. Not only this he will be known
as a real example of a successful person who is
not only confined to his profits but also selflessly
serving community for the betterment. There are
very few individuals who carry burden of others
on the shoulders but Gurmeet is every ready to

help on very first call without making unnecessary
discussions and discriminations. Every normal
person makes donation and wants his
photographs in media but he is far away from
getting publicity from such things which represent
his  true form. He has greatly established himself
from rugs to sky with his mere dedication and a
progressive approach.  It is been quite long now
tha t  I  know Gurmeet  we usua l l y  have
discussions about day to day problems but
Gurmeet is gem of a person who always have
solution to all problem. Moreover, I am re
writ ing his biography so I know his every
minute details which always make me more
attracted to his life story as he is a man with
great creativity since childhood he explored
m a n y  t h i n g s  f r o m  m a k i n g  c l a y  t o y s  t o
a c c o m p a n y  h i s  g r a n d m o t h e r  a n d
grandfather. He is walking on the footsteps
of his royal grandfather and I am sure he
will create a legacy .I want him to grow and
s h i n e  t h r o u g h o u t  h i s  l i f e  b e c a u s e  h e
deserves it despite having thick and thins
he  is  s t i l l  mov ing  towards  success  and
devoted himself fully for community service.
God bless him with great success and health to
create history.

CUP OF TEA WITH
A recognized media person who served as

true human in this time of great need….

GURMEET SINGH DHALWAN

Gurmeet
Singh

Dhalwan
with turban

Gurmeet Singh Dhalwan with Sunil Shah and Neil Khot
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How seriously corruption in our system has influenced our lives is an issue that has not been documented properly.

People need to raise the bar for politicians
Even as India is passing through multiple crises, the
results of the Bihar assembly election have provided
an opportunity to the people to ponder over the ways
Indian politics is being conducted. Over the decades,
the politics of vested interest pursued by political
organisations of various hues have pushed aside
people-oriented politics. While misleading sloganeering
has overtaken real issues, the masses living in abysmal
conditions are in a fix as to how to improve their plight.
With every electoral exercise either at national or state
level, the developmental agenda takes a back seat
and all kinds of divisive agendas are pushed ahead.
Bihar assembly election was no exception.
It is unfortunate that while the world is moving ahead,
the Indian nation is caught in a quagmire of problems
filled with hatred and acrimony against each other. At
a time when the country has been facing immense
socio-economic problems, corruption and mal-
administration have been holding its octopus-like grip
over the entire system. How seriously corruption in
our system has influenced our lives is an issue which
has not been documented properly. People generally
complain about corruption but fail to gauge the real
impact it has had on our lives. Time has come that
people are told about it in detail and not in general
terms as has been done. The problem has assumed
such alarming proportions that nothing less than a total
war against this malaise is going to change the situation
for the better.
India is endowed with the most fertile land available
anywhere in the world. We also have the largest arable
irrigated land in comparison to any other country. Our

water and other natural resources are comparable to the
most advanced nations in the world. The quality of our
human resource is second to none. We are a democratic
country and freely exercise the power and authority to
decide our own future. Despite all these positive factors,
why do we not perform as well, if not better, than some of
the other less endowed countries who became masters
of their own destiny almost at the same time when
we gained our independence?
One can, of course, argue that the country has made
tremendous progress in self-sufficiency in food
production; we have one of the biggest armies in the
world; we have the technological capability of
manufacturing everything from a needle to satellites;
our trained manpower is compared to the very best in
the world etc. No disagreement with the above except
the preponderating fact: We should have achieved much
more than what we have done so far.
There are numerous questions that we must answer.
Why should nearly 30 percent of our population still
continue to be below the poverty line and be cut off
from the progress we have made? Why did we fail to
set up the required number of schools and colleges
to enable every child to have access to proper
education? Who is responsible for nearly 35 percent
of our population remaining illiterate? Why are our
roads and other basic infrastructure facilities so bad?
Why does most of our population remain deprived of
basic facilities of sanitation and have almost no
access to electricity for a large part of the year? Why
are our civic facilities almost non-existent in most of
our 6 million villages? And why are millions homeless? We

have even failed to provide safe drinking water to our
population. These are just some of the crucial areas
where we could have done much better like other countries
which have performed admirably. In fact corruption, mal-
administration, lack of transparency in governance are
core issues haunting the country but no political party is
ready to discuss them. It is high time that people focus
on social, political, economic and administrative reforms
to abolish utter poverty and pave the way for all round
development without compartmentalisation of various
communities. For this to happen the central government
needs to show leadership and take the state
governments along and work together to get a roadmap
prepared for developing our great nation.The Bihar
results are indicative of people's yearning for change
but they could not find a proper alternative. Hence, they
seem to have fallen back on the ruling dispensation.
The reduced number of Janata Dal (U) lawmakers led
by chief minister Nitish Kumar has given enough
indication about anti-incumbency against the chief
minister but there appears to be no hostility against
BJP which was a partner in the same government.Henry
David Thoreau in his famous essay titled "Civil
Disobedience" wrote, " I ask for, not at once no
government, but at once a better government. Let every
man make known what kind of government would
command his respect, and that will be one step
towards obtaining it." The time has come for people
to unequivocally convey in no uncertain term that they
only want development minus corruption and there
is no place for caste, communal and such other divisive
forces in politics any more.
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Why Tejashwi failed to break the glass ceiling
How did the National Democratic Alliance (NDA), then, manage to turn the rising tide against Kumar? Why could Yadav not
build on the groundswell of support evident in his rallies to trounce the NDA? And finally, where did the exit polls go wrong?

Exit polls predicted a
landslide for the Rashtriya
Janata Dal (RJD)-led
Mahagatbandhan (MGB) of
Opposition parties. The only
quibble was the quantum of the
RJD victory. These findings
gained greater credence since
those covering the ground
reported deep resentment and
anger against the incumbent
Nitish Kumar. We were told that
Tejashwi Yadav's plank of
economic justice that covered
themes as kamai
(employment), dawai (medical
facilities), padhai (education),
sichai (irrigation) and mehengai
(price rise) found great
resonance among the voters,
and that the young voters in

Bihar were adamant for a change
of guard.
How did the National Democratic
Alliance (NDA), then, manage to
turn the rising tide against
Kumar? Why could Yadav not
build on the groundswell of
support evident in his rallies to
trounce the NDA? And finally,
where did the exit polls go wrong?
These three questions are critical
to understanding the 2020
elections in Bihar.
First, the analysis of provisional
results from the Election
Commission of the three phases
indicates a clear pattern.
Demographically, phase one,
comprising 71 seats in south
Bihar, had a higher concentration
of Dalit voters. The 94 seats in

central Bihar polled during the
second phase had a higher
proportion of Extreme Backward
Classes (EBCs). The remaining
78 seats that polled in the final
phase had a larger share of the
Muslim population. The MGB has
outperformed the NDA in the first
phase. It seems that the Dalit
vote in this region got divided
between the NDA, the Lok
Janshakti Party (LJP), and the
Left Front (which, as an MGB
constituent, contested a large
number of seats in this phase).
In addition, the pre-poll survey
conducted by Lokniti-CSDS
suggested that while the JD(U)
voters were seamlessly
transferring their support to NDA
candidates and Nitish Kumar,

BJP voters were not
wholeheartedly backing Kumar.
This confusion within the BJP's
rank and file was created due to
the widespread belief that the
party propped up Chirag Paswan
as a front to dislodge Nitish
Kumar. The LJP was largely
contesting on seats that the
JD(U) was a contender and it also
fielded some high-profile ex-BJP
members. There was a late
realisation within the BJP
leadership that if these rumors
persisted, they may have a tough
time retaining the state. So they
left no stone unturned in
reminding voters that no matter
how many seats the BJP won,
Nitish Kumar was going to be
CM. And this is likely to be the
most important reason that there
was a turnaround in the second
phase, in which the NDA
managed a slight edge over the
MGB. It then went on to
completely dominate the third
phase.
Second, while there was clearly
some resentment against Nitish
Kumar owing to his perceived
non-performance in his last term,
anti-incumbency sentiments
were not sharp enough for the
erstwhile NDA voters to switch
sides. This may be because
Yadav's promise of one million
jobs and his focused campaign
led the crowd to throng rallies,
but they could not bring

themselves to trust him enough
to vote for MGB. He does not
seem to have inspired
confidence outside his party's
base among Yadav and Muslim
constituents. Even the ticket
distribution of RJD couldn't cast
a wider social net; at least 50%
of candidate nominations went
to members of these
communities.
In addition, the prospect of MGB
sweeping in the first phase may
have helped the NDA to
consolidate its support base with
the spectre of the return of a
jungle raj of the Lalu Prasad era.
The NDA succeeded in counter-
consolidating non-Yadav and
non-Muslim communities. While
the RJD itself did not do
spectacularly in the second and
third phases, it was further pulled
down by a very poor show by
Congress as well as the
fragmentation of Muslim voters
in the Kosi-Seemanchal region.
Finally, why were exit polls,
especially Axis-My-India with an
impeccable track record of
correctly predicting outcomes
in the past few years, off the
mark this t ime? The most
important reason seems to be
women voters - a constituency
carefully nurtured by Nitish
Kumar over the years through
various policies including the
prohibition on the sale of liquor
in the state.

Reading the mandate in Bihar's fragmented political landscape
Bihar's voters have

reposed their trust in the
National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) - despite the fact there
were strong voices on the
ground expressing discontent
with the Nitish Kumar
government, especially due to
the hardships suffered by labour
in the wake of the Covid-19
pandemic and the lockdown.
However, what is very evident is
that the voters have
disaggregated their choices
within the broad fabric of a
"coalition", and given to each
political party only whatever
seemed to be their due. So,
overall, it is the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) that has emerged
as a senior partner within the

NDA, with the Janata Dal (United)
a distant second. While Nitish
Kumar's poll propaganda banked
on the plank of his return as chief
minister, and this will happen, his
party is not the leader of the
coalition anymore, and has had
a poor electoral strike rate well
below the 50% mark. It is the
BJP which saved the day for the
NDA.For the other opposing
coalition, the Mahagatbandhan
(grand alliance), led by the
Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD), it is
the Congress that has registered
an abysmal strike rate of around
25% of the seats allocated to it.
In terms of the number of seats,
it is the Left parties that have
performed almost as well as the
Congress. The combined Left

front has a high strike rate. Even
here, voters have seen each
component of the coalition for
what they are, and rewarded
them in proportion.
There is a larger message here -
voters are perfectly capable of
making their political preferences
clear, even as complicated
political choices have to be
registered under coalitions.
The second important issue is
that of poll promises. Here, the
NDA went in two different
directions. The JD(U) focused on
building on its governance
agenda with skills, polytechnics,
and improved job opportunities.
The BJP took on the RJD's
promise of a million jobs with its
own promise of providing 1.9

million jobs, and setting up an
IIT and AIIMS for high quality
technical and professional
education. As news of the poor
performance of the NDA in the
first phase of polls began
spreading, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi appeared in

posters with a personal appeal,
asking voters to repose their trust
in the BJP-"Bhajapa hai to
bharosa hai". The message was
simple - the BJP could be relied
upon to deliver to the people, just
as it had delivered on its welfare
schemes.
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Punjab passes bills to block Centre's farm laws
After a five-and-a-half-hour discussion, the bills were unanimously passed by all members of
the ruling Congress, the opposition Aam Aadmi Party (AAP), Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) and

the Lok Insaaf Party (LIP) who were present in the House.

The Punjab assembly on Tuesday
passed four bills and a resolution to
counter  the three agr icul ture
marketing laws enacted by the
Centre last month, and pledged to
safeguard the interests of the state's
farmers, who are concerned that the
central legislation would deprive
them of government-fixed minimum
support prices (MSPs) for their
produce and put them at the mercy
of big agribusinesses.
Af ter  a f ive-and-a-hal f -hour
discussion,  the b i l ls  were
unanimously passed by all members
of the ruling Congress, the opposition
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP), Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD) and the Lok Insaaf
Party (LIP) who were present in the
House.
After the passage of the bills, chief
minister Captain Amarinder Singh,
flanked by leaders of the opposition
parties, met governor VP Singh
Badnore and handed over copies of
the four bills.
"The government will take legal
recourse if the governor does not sign
the amendment bills passed in the
state assembly to save the farmers
and agriculture," Singh said.
The Punjab version of the central
legislation is aimed at addressing the
concerns of farmers and may be

adopted by other non-Nat ional
Democratic All iance (NDA)-ruled
states, including a provision to protect
the MSPs that  government
procurement agencies pay for farmers'
produce.
The Farmers' Produce Trade and
Commerce (Promot ion and
Facilitation) Bill, 2020; the Farmers
(Empowerment and Protect ion)
Agreement on Price Assurance, Farm
Services Bill, 2020; and the Essential
Commodities (Amendment) Bill 2020
were pushed through in Parliament
last month.
Big farmers' groups, particularly in
Punjab and Haryana, say the Centre's
farm reforms could pave the way for
the dismantling of the system of MSPs
and that deregulation will leave them
vulnerable to powerful agribusinesses
and in an even weaker negotiating
position than before.
Because the state laws are in conflict
with the central laws, which have been
signed by President Ram Nath Kovind,
they would require presidential assent
to be enacted.
Singh said he had sought  an
appointment with President Ram?Nath
Kovind between November 2 and 5,
and all Punjab legislators will together
go to meet  h im to seek h is
intervention in the interest of the state.

Singh was accompanied by Leader of
Opposition Harpal Singh Cheema,
Punjab Congress president Sunil
Jakhar, and Shiromani Akali Dal leader
Sharanjit Singh Dhillon, among others,
to the meeting with the governor.
The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) - the
party in power at the Centre and behind
the three central laws - has two
members in the state assembly and
both were conspicuous by their
absence.
The amendment bills - the Farmers'
Produce Trade and Commerce
(Promotion and Facilitation) (Special
Provisions and Punjab Amendment)
Bill, 2020, the Farmers (Empowerment
and Protection) Agreement on Price
Assurance and Farm Services (Punjab
Amendment) Bi l l ,  2020, and the
Essent ia l  Commodi t ies (Punjab
Amendment) Bill, 2020 - guarantee
minimum support price (MSP) for
wheat and paddy growers, and provide
for imprisonment of not less than three
years and fine for its sale or purchase
below the MSPs. "No sale or purchase
of wheat or paddy shall be valid unless
the price paid for such agriculture
produce under a farming agreement is
equal to, or greater than, the MSP
announced by the Central government
for that crop," reads section 4 of the
Farmers '  (Empowerment and

Protect ion) Agreement on Pr ice
Assurance and Farm Services (Special
Provisions and Punjab Amendment)
Bill, 2020. The state also seeks to
reserve the powers to levy a fee on
private entities for buying the produce
of farmers anywhere in the state as
well as regulate or prohibit the supply
of and impose stockholding limits on
essential food items.
The House also adopted a resolution
which demanded the annulment of the
three "ant i - farmer"  laws and a
proposed central Electricity Bill on
power tariffs, which seeks to bar states
from offering power subsidies, along
with the promulgation of a fresh
ordinance making the procurement of
foodgrains at MSPs a statutory right
of  farmers.The four th b i l l ,  an
amendment to the Code of Civi l
Procedure, 1908, bars courts from
attaching landholdings below 2.5 acre
in recovery proceedings.
The two-day special session of the
assembly w a s  a l s o  e x t e n d e d  b y
a  d a y  a s  t h e  l e g i s l a t i v e
b u s i n e s s  a l s o  i n c l u d e d  s e v e n
o t h e r  b i l l s  w h i c h  c o u l d  n o t  be
taken up because the House adjourned
to allow the CM and other legislators
to meet the governor to hand over the
bills. These remaining bills will be
taken up on Wednesday.
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Indian-Origin Builder Who Killed 3 Men In Self-Defence Freed In UK

An Indian-origin builder
who was arrested in connection
with the killing of three men, also
of Indian origin, following a
deadly knife fight on the streets
of east London will not face any
murder or manslaughter charges
as the incident was deemed to
be an act self-defence.
Gurjeet Singh, 29, had been
arrested by the Metropolitan
Police in connection with the
kill ing of Narinder Singh
Lubhaya, 29, Harinder Kumar,
30, and Malkit Singh Dhillon
a.k.a. Baljinder Singh, 37, back
in January. The three murdered
men, originally from Punjab, were
found to have set upon Gurjeet
Singh at Seven Kings in
Redbridge area of London and
were killed in the ensuing street
fight.
"Gurjeet Singh was arrested on
January 20 on suspicion of
murder. He was charged with
possessing an offensive weapon

in a public place and was
remanded in custody to appear
at Snaresbrook Crown Court,
where he pleaded not guilty," the
Metropolitan Police said in a
statement.
"He appeared for trial at
Snaresbrook Crown Court on
Wednesday, August 19 charged
with being in possession of an
offensive weapon in a public
place. Following trial, the jury
found him not guilty," the
statement said.
According to a source quoted by
'The Times', CCTV footage of the
incident showed Singh fighting off
the men as they attacked him.
The newspaper quoted the
source as saying that Mr Singh
"went all Bruce Lee" as he
defended himself.
The court was also told that the
men attacked Mr Singh over an
"outstanding debt" related to a
business deal gone wrong. The
night before the attack, there was

a community event to celebrate
the birth of a baby where there
was a disagreement between the
men.
On the night of the attack, the
men lay in wait for Mr Singh with
weapons as he left the local
gurdwara. Three of the four male
assailants were later found in
pools of blood.Mr Singh suffered
a number of wounds fending off
the four armed assailants,
including a 5-cm cut to the left
side of the head, a cut to the
forehead and to the back of
his head and what the court
was told was "a crush injury"
to the top of his head thought
to have been sustained from a
hammer. He also sustained a
wound to his hand.One of the
four, Sandeep Singh, a 29-
year-old unskilled labourer
from Romford in east London,
was arrested and jailed for four
years in August for wounding
with intent.He was found to

have overstayed his visa and
will be deported back to India
after his sentence. His brother,
Harpreet, 27, the appointed
getaway driver on the night,
was also found to be in the UK
illegally and will be sent back
to India after a 12-month jail
sentence for  the same
offence.The horrific attack had
sent shockwaves around the
community and led London

Mayor Sadiq Khan to demand
more government funding to
tackle knife crime in the city
during a visit to the scene of
the stabbings in January."The
horr i f ic  t r ip le stabbing in
Seven Kings in Redbridge last
night is a tragic reminder of
the evil scourge of knife crime
that continues to plague our
entire country," he said at the
time.

Gurjeet Singh, 29, had been arrested by the Metropolitan Police in
connection with the killing of Narinder Singh Lubhaya, 29, Harinder Kumar,

30, and Malkit Singh Dhillon a.k.a. Baljinder Singh, 37, back in January.

Indian Man Jailed For Molesting Air
Hostess On Board Flight To Singapore

A 40-year-old Indian
national, who was found guilty
of molesting a stewardess on
board a flight, was sent to jail
for four months on Friday after
his appeal against the
conviction was rejected by a
court.
Vijayan Mathan Gopal was
found guilty in August last year
on three counts of outraging the
22-year-old stewardess'
modesty while on board a
Scoot flight from Cochin to
Singapore on November 2,
2017.
He was jailed for four months
for the crime in September last
year. Gopal had filed an appeal

against the conviction. While
dismissing the appeal, Justice
Aedit Abdullah on Friday said
that he was satisfied that the
appeal should be dismissed,
"despite the best efforts" of
Gopal's lawyers. The judge said
he found that the evidence
relied on by the prosecution
proved beyond reasonable
doubt that Gopal committed the
offences, according to a report
by Channel News Asia.The
judge added that he did not see
anything that supported Gopal's
claims that the victim and her
colleague had fabricated the
allegations after he complained
about poor service on the flight.

‘Voted for guy named Trump,’ says US President;
Biden addresses tipping-point Pennsylvania

President Trump’s first rally of the day was in Fayetteville in North Carolina, a
battleground state he won in 2016, but where he is now trailing Biden by a
thin margin of 1.5 percentage points in the RealClearPolitics average of polls.
President Donald Trump cast his vote in person in
his adoptive home state Florida on Saturday before
heading out to address three rallies in battleground
states, seeking to build momentum for the final
10 days left of polling ending
November 3. Joe Biden, the
Democratic nominee who on
Friday promised free Covid-
19 vaccines for everyone
once it was available, will
address two rallies in
Pennsylvania, the
battleground state that has
been described as the tipping-point for the 2020
White House race. He will be joined by musician
Jon Bon Jovi at one of them. “I voted for a guy
named Trump,” the president said jokingly to
reporters when asked who he voted for, at an early
polling station in West Palm Beach. “We’re going
to make three stops today, big ones, big rallies,
three big ones … I don’t think there’s ever been
anything like this, tremendous spirit.”More than
54 million Americans have already cast their ballots
either through early in-person voting or mail, of an
estimated 240 million eligible voters in all.
President Trump’s first rally of the day was in
Fayetteville in North Carolina, a battleground state
he won in 2016, but where he is now trailing Biden

by a thin margin of 1.5 percentage points in the
RealClearPolitics average of polls. His next stops
were Columbus, Ohio and Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
also states he won in 2016. But he now trails Biden

in Wisconsin by 4.6 points and
Ohio, which he won by 8.1%
then, he leads only by 0.6
points. At his rallies, Trump has
sought to build a momentum
using talking points from the last
presidential debate to play on
what he believes are Biden’s
vulnerabilities — shifting

positions on fossil fuel and fracking, for instance,
and social security funding. “That could be one of
the biggest mistakes made in presidential debate
history,” Trump said about Biden’s remarks at the
debate on transitioning from oil. “The oil industry
pollutes, significantly. ... It has to be replaced by
renewable energy over time,” Biden had said.

The former vice-president kept his
focus on his key case against the president:
his handling of the Covid-19 epidemic. “Last
night, we saw the President of the United
States lie to the American people — repeatedly
— about the state of this pandemic,” Biden
said in a speech from Wilmington, Delaware,
referring to the Thursday night debate.
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US & THE WORLD

Why the media needs to introspect
The arrest of Republic

TV chief Arnab Goswami is
almost l ike the mythical
samudra manthan which
yielded both nectar and poison.
Similar, in the churn in the
media today, we get both
genuine news and f ict ion
dressed up as news. The lines
have become somewhat blurred
these days.
In the name of truth, some self-
styled influencers have glossed
over the distinction between
news, opinion and hypothesis.
They seem to believe that the
louder people are, especially on
television channels, the more
authenticity there is to their
arguments. But aggression and
decibel levels don't change the
truth. Which is probably why
this period in time is being
called the post-truth era. Let us
look at the case of the death
by suicide of promising actor
Sushant Singh Rajput. The
uncertainty and drama
surrounding his death had been
going on for months unt i l
experts ruled that it was indeed
a case of suicide. Initially, after
registering a first information

report in Bihar, the case was
handed over to the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI).
The CBI spokesperson did not
issue any statement on the
case at that time. But some
television channels were
determined to cast themselves
in the roles of the plaintiff,
lawyer and judge, all at once.
In the next chapter of the saga,
his former partner and film actor
Rhea Chakraborty was pilloried
as a gold digger and as a
person who may have had a role
in his death. Other top
agencies, the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) and the
Narcot ics Control  Bureau
(NCB) also joined the
invest igat ions into the
allegations. Chakraborty did not
say much but that did not stop
the channels from indulging in
wild speculation. Some said
the case was all about money
laundering, others said it was
about drug peddling. Several
actors and Chief Minister (CM)
Uddhav Thackeray and his
family were targeted.
For the first time, some of the
actors and film-makers who

were vilified moved the courts.
They did so to stop some
television channels from
tarnishing their hard-earned
reputat ions. One of the
channels named as indulging in
this mud-slinging was Republic
TV of which Goswami is the
editor- in-chief and owner.
Goswami and some other
mediapersons have gone
against established norms
under which the media has long
functioned and have hurt people
in the process. Many
journalists have pushed the
envelope in the past, but never
crossed ethical l ines .  To
buttress his stand, he has
cited the Television Rating
Points (TRPs) as evidence
tha t  h i s  o f f e r i ngs  a re
accep ted  and  l i ked  by
viewers. However, when the
Mumba i  Po l i ce  a r res ted
some people on charges of
r i gging the TRP system,
Goswami lost no t ime in
alleging that this was part of a
political conspiracy against
him. He blamed some editors-
in-chief and directors of certain
media houses, publicly naming

and challenging them. He did
not stop here, he hurled
accusations at the Maharashtra
CM and the pol ice
commissioner of Mumbai. This
had never happened before in
journalism. But Goswami did not
seem to care. It is this sort of
behaviour which has led to an
erosion of the media's credibility
and has affected everyone in the
media negatively in varying
measures.Opinion is divided over
his arrest. Some feel that this is
politically-motivated retaliation by
the Thackeray government,
whi le some say this is a
criminal case which has nothing
to do with press freedom or

freedom of expression. The
Mumbai Pol ice have not
handled the Goswami case
well, but then that is what
usually happens when law
enforcement agencies begin
acting against journalists.
Many of these cases have
taken place in remote areas,
away from the spotlight. No one
raised a hue and cry in these
cases.This episode calls for
serious introspection on the
part of the media in India. As
Thomas Paine, an 18th-century
American political activist and
philosopher said, "Character is
much easier kept than
recovered".
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SPECIAL REPORT

The Biden presidency and India-US ties
Hope has been rekindled in the
participatory democratic process
as the American voter has
definitively chosen the
Democratic candidate and former
United States (US) Vice-
President (VP) Joe Biden as the
46th President along with
Senator Kamala Harris as his
running mate. The latter's victory
is particularly poignant for its
many resonances - this is the
first time that a woman, a person
of colour, and an Indian-
American will occupy the office
of the vice-presidency. While it
seems that Donald Trump will
use every legal option to delay
and defy the verdict of the
Electoral College, the US is
preparing for a new occupant in
the White House on January 20.
President-elect Biden is no
stranger to India and played a
valuable role as a legislator in the
rapprochement over the nuclear
issue when it was being steered
by the George W Bush-
Manmohan Singh combine. He
is familiar with the essential
continuity in the India-US
bilateral relationship. Hence the
road map for the next four years
with Biden at the helm will, in all
likelihood, strengthen ties in
those sectors where progress
was made (defence cooperation)
on the Trump watch and repair

the damage done in areas such
as trade where restoring the
Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) would enable
Indian exports.
Under Trump, the India-US
bilateral track retained the
structural orientation that had
been envisioned in the Bill
Clinton-Atal Bihari Vajpayee
years.?It is instructive to recall
the Biden approach to Indian
sensitivities about how to frame
the relationship with the US, for
Delhi is reluctant to go down the
path of a formal alliance, for good
reason. In his July 2013 visit to
India, the then Vice-President
Biden noted: "There is no
contradiction between strategic
autonomy and a strategic
partnership. Global powers are
capable of both."
The current collective global
challenge is dominated by the
Covid-19 pandemic and the
figures are stark. The US and
India lead the list in the total
number of cases, and the scale
of the economic-fiscal
haemorrhaging is yet to be
estimated accurately. The
pandemic is one of the many
critical global challenges where
the US leadership would have
been desirable, and this is where
the Biden-Trump contrast is
striking. The climate crisis and

maritime pollution are huge (as
Trump would put it) and some
experts aver that the world has
crossed the tipping point. It is
irrefutable that sustained
collective action based on
credible scientific data and an
equitable sharing of the
mitigation effort is the way ahead
but this is exactly what President
Trump rejected.
The Biden presidency offers the
hope that the US commitment to
multilateralism will be back on
track and here there are many
areas where Delhi could be a
relevant stakeholder in global
load-sharing. It is encouraging to
note that in his statements,
Biden has promised to bring the
US back into the World Health
Organization (WHO)'s fold and
focused on the need to give this
challenge the highest policy
priority in relation to Covid-19.
For all the opprobrium that the
Trump presidency has elicited,
his unpredictable China policy
merits scrutiny from both the US
and Indian perspective. Trump
forced the US establishment
and the world at large to
acknowledge the predatory
nature of China's global
aspirations and its corrosive
impact. How this policy shift
towards Beijing will unfold in the
Biden years will be extremely

relevant for the global strategic
order and its regional/Asian
implications will be even more
acute for Delhi.
Post-Galwan, the China
challenge looms large for India
and the recent statement by
Chief of Defence Staff (CDS)
General Bipin Rawat is
pertinent. In relation to the
current military stand-off in
Ladakh, General Rawat
asserted: "Our posturing is
unambiguous. We wil l  not
accept any shifting of the LAC.
In the overall security calculus,
border confrontations,
transgressions, unprovoked
tactical mil i tary actions
spiralling into a larger conflict
therefore cannot be
discounted."How the Biden
team wil l  frame the China
challenge to Indian sovereignty
in relation to abiding US interest

will be a critical indicator for the
Narendra Modi government in
mediating the Delhi-Beijing
relationship. The more recent
defence cooperation traction
accorded to the bilateral track,
by way of Delhi signing the
Basic Exchange and
Cooperation Agreement and
inviting Australia to be part of the
Malabar naval exercises, is
illustrative of the potential that
needs to be explored.There are
many areas/sectors in the
multilateral basket relevant to
India and paradoxically, China,
that a Biden presidency could
enable if it remains committed to
a pragmatic and equitable global
partnership. The post-Covid-19
era is yet to arrive and the
immediate road ahead for the US
President-elect will be to identify
policy priorities and the manner
in which they will be pursued.

The Biden presidency and India-US ties

Why The Media Fails The Arnab Test
Anyone seeking a political

career would envy Arnab Goswami. He
grabbed news headlines on a day when
these belonged rightfully to the world's
greatest political spectacle-the US
presidential election. Thus, while his
arrest may keep him down for a while,
it is only a matter of time before he
sheds the thin cover of journalism in
pursuit of his political ambitions. Look
at the impact of his arrest. The media,
the Maharashtra police, and the political
class are either under fire or stand
discredited. The only long-term
beneficiary of the police action is
Goswami.
 I do not recall in recent memory a
single instance of practically the entire
Union Cabinet and heavyweights of a
ruling national party, including several
chief ministers, coming out in defence
of a "journalist" and condemning his
arrest as an "attack on freedom of the
Press". At the same time, some
journalists and professional media

organisations-to whom he was no longer
acceptable as a "journalist" or as one of
their own in terms of values and
principles-were constrained to defend
him. Willy-nilly, these professional bodies
of the Fourth Estate found themselves
on the same side as the state, with high-
sounding statements condemning
Goswami's arrest as an attack on the

Press. His arrest, as well as political play
around it, posed an intellectual challenge
to media leaders and organisations-and
they failed to rise to it by their inability to
go beyond the simplistic, predictable
positions.
Ranged against these powers and the
powerful in media, were eminent and
credible voices including renowned

journalists, which held that Goswami's
rightful place was in jail as he was no
journalist; he had single-handedly
disgraced and wrecked the space for
free, fair, and independent journalism in
India; his platform, masquerading as a
news channel, was a vile vehicle for
media trial, vilification and persecution
of people he picked upon and these had
little to do with public interest or public
service journalism; and, he had set
himself up as the law, judge, jury, and
executioner when it came to his targets.
In short, he was a serial offender who
deserved what he got in spite of his
political masters doing their best to
protect him. Between these two
opposing viewpoints was a barely
perceptible sliver that held to the sane
ground and argued that while he
deserves to be dealt with under the
law of the land for any offence he may
have committed, such action cannot
be by way of vendetta or outside the
limits of law.
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DIWALI SPECIAL

Why Ganesha and Laxmi
are worshipped together?

Worshipping Lord Ganesha
and Goddess Laxmi is the on the
eve of Diwali is the most
important thing that no one can
miss. People often wonder why
both of them are worshipped
together on the auspicious day
of Diwali.
Well, it is for the reason that the
festival of Diwali is celebrated to
bring in prosperity in the family
in all the spheres of life. It is
considered that Goddess Laxmi
is considered as the deity of
wealth and Lord Ganesha is
considered as the emblem of
knowledge and intelligence. On
this festival of lights, people wish
to bring bright light in every
sphere of their life. So, Lord
Ganesha and Goddess Laxmi

are worshipped together to
summon prosperity that is
acquired with knowledge and
intelligence.
Laxmi & Ganesha are
worshipped together on Diwali
We all know that, everything gets
to start on an auspicious node
only if it starts by worshipping
Lord Ganesha. Therefore,
start ing l i fe afresh on an
auspicious node on the day of
Diwali, worshipping Lord
Ganesha is obvious. It is believed
that worshipping Ganesha
removes all the obstacles on the
way and makes it smoother to
carry on the task.
On the other hand, Goddess
Laxmi is worshipped with so
much conviction and reverence

on the day of
Diwali because it
is believed that
Goddess Laxmi
visits every single
house on this
festival of lights to
wish the family
with prosperity,
love and fulfilment.
But you are still
not convinced on
why it is that Lord
Ganesha and
Laxmi are

worshipped together only on the
day of Diwali?
Let’s explain it by illustrating with
this story related to the same:
The Story behind worshipping
Lord Ganesha and Laxmi
together on the day of Diwali:
The story goes like, once there
was a conversation between
Goddess Laxmi and Lord
Vishnu and the Goddess of
wealth seemed very much
arrogant for her power to bestow
everyone with affluence and
prosperity. The scriptures explain
that she grew so very much big-
headed about herself that Lord
Vishnu had to think for a way to
let her be generous even if she
is powerful.
She got into a fierce conversation

of self-praise and started thinking
that she is the wealthiest of all
and she is the one who bestows
upon all the wealth to people.
Lord Vishnu did not find it good
enough for her to be so much self-
centred. As a result of this, her
husband Lord Vishnu decided to
find a way to make her realise
her mistake.
Lord Vishnu, in a very benevolent
tone said that, it does not matter
if a woman has all the wealth;
she is incomplete if she does not
have the blessing of a child.
Since, Goddess Laxmi does not
have a child, this pinched her
very much. He said that, is only
the happiness of bearing a child
that completes a woman and
wealth does not play any role in
that. This made Goddess Laxmi
very disappointed!
She thought of going to Goddess
Parvati, with a heavy heart, to
get help from her. She asked
Parvati to let her adopt one of her
children. But, Goddess Parvati
was not willing to give any of her
children because she knew that,
Laxmi does remains in a stable
form at one place. This will make
her child to suffer as Laxmi
would not be able to take proper
care of the child. Upon this,
Goddess Lakshmi gave her the

assurance that in every possible
way she will try to take proper
care of the child and give him all
the happiness possible.
This convinced Goddess Parvati
and taking cognisance of the
pain of Goddess Laxmi, she
allowed her to adopt Ganesha
as her son. On this, Goddess
Laxmi became so very much
ecstatic and promised that she
will take all the care of Ganesha
and whosoever will worship
Goddess Laxmi have to worship
Ganesha first. Wealth cannot be
acquired without acquiring
knowledge and intelligence.
And, people will not be able to
get the blessing of Goddess
Lakshmi without worshipping
Lord Ganesha.
And, this is the reason that
Goddess Laxmi is always
worshipped with Lord Ganesha!
It has been established that
without acquiring the adequate
knowledge and intelligence to
spend, wealth will only be
useless. You can only be able
to make most the wealth that
you have acquired by any means
if you have adequate intelligence
to spend that wealth intelligently.
So, we should never forget to
worship Ganesha before the
Laxmi Pujan at the time of Diwali.

NINE  FABULOUS
FACTS ABOUT

DIWALI!
It’s time for vibrant colours,

eye-popping fireworks, twinkling
lights and delicious food!
Ready? Then check out our ten
facts about Diwali…
When was Diwali 2020?
The exact dates change each
year but this year, Diwali 2020
falls on Saturday 14 November
2020.
Facts about Diwali
1) Diwali is an important
religious festival originating in

India. People often think of Diwali
as a Hindu festival, but it is also
celebrated by Sikhs and Jains.*
2) Diwali takes place annually
and lasts for five days, marking
the start of the Hindu New Year.
The exact dates change each
year and are determined by the
position of the moon – but it
usually falls between October
and November.
3) The word Diwali (or Deepavali
as it’s sometimes called) means

“row of lights” in an Ancient
language of India, called Sanskrit.
During this festival, people
decorate their homes with lights
and oil lamps, called diyas.
4) For many people, Diwali
honours the Hindu goddess of
wealth, Lakshmi. The lights and
lamps are said to help Lakshmi
find her way into peoples’ homes,
bringing prosperity in the year to
come!
5) It’s also a celebration of good

triumphing over evil, and different
legends based on this theme are
associated with Diwali. In
northern India, Hindus celebrate
the return of the deities (gods)
Rama and Sita to the city of
Ayodhya, after defeating the evil
king Ravana!
6) In the region of Bengal people
worship the goddess Kali, the
destroyer of evil forces, during
Diwali. And in Nepal (a country
bordering north-east India),

people celebrate Lord Krishna’s
victory over the wicked king
Narakaasura.
7) But it’s not just about lights
and legends –– Diwali is a time
to have fun with friends and
family! People exchange gifts
and sweets, enjoy delicious
feasts, watch firework displays
and wear new clothes. It’s a time
to clean and decorate your
home, too.
8) Rangoli is a popular Diwali
tradition –– beautiful patterns
made using colourful powders and
flowers. People draw rangoli on the
floor by the entrance of their homes
to welcome the gods and bring
good luck!
9) Today, this fascinating
festival is celebrated by
thousands of people in
countries all around the world.
During Diwali, Hindus living
outside India gather at places
of worship called mandirs to
leave offerings to deities, watch
firework displays and eat
yummy food together!
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TERM APY* INTEREST RATE
5 YEARS 3.30% 3.25%
3 YEARS 3.09% 3.05%
2 YEARS 3.04% 3.00%
1 YEAR 2.78% 2.75%

*APYs are accurate as of April 01, 2019 and subject to change anytime. Contact your banker at
312-621-1200 for current APYs. Minimum balance required to open CD and to earn the Annual

Percentage Yield (APY) is $2,500. Penalty will be imposed for early withdrawal. We offer additional 10
bps interest for CDs of senior citizens (aged 60 years and above) for tenor of 1 year and above.
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